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Authentic Look, Affordable Elegance

J

amie Yager has always had a gift for fixing things up, taking
something that is deteriorating and making it into a beautiful,
functional unit. From automobiles to buildings, he has put his
talents to use restoring them over the years. His experience led
him to establish a customer-centered company, Signature
Surfaces, centered around hard-surface construction, restoration, and
replication.
His company uses a hybrid concrete
product to update existing hard surfaces or
to create new countertops and floors. This
material has been used in construction all
over the world for more than a decade to
create authentic and often stunning looks,
but is relatively new in this part of the
United States.
Jamie also uses other products that
provide concrete repair and restoration. He
is a certified installer for these products.

Signature Surfaces’ products also lend themselves to 3-D building,
especially outdoor landscaping features. The lightweight, concrete
material performs well in creating such things as BBQs, boulders,
waterfalls, ponds and unique custom features.
Jamie’s finished projects offer many advantages over traditional
hard surface construction. Low cost and authentic, natural material
replication are two of the most obvious.
Others include endurance, value, less
mess, no demolition required, faster, ease
of maintenance, and environmentally safe.
A Signature Surfaces’ finished project can
be of a monolithic, completely sealed,
seamless one piece construction. There are
no grout lines to trap dirt. In addition they
can stand up to harsh weather conditions
and are easily installed even in difficult
environments.

Signature Surfaces offers three main
services to its customers: countertop,
outside concrete, and inside floor and wall
repair and installation. Jamie can install
any new kitchen, bath, or bar countertop
or resurface the existing one. Unique to
Signature Surfaces is the ability to
replicate any look in the new creation. The
concrete he uses is designed to be colored,
so if customers want the look of marble,
granite, slate, travertine, or a custom look,
Jamie can satisfy them. He can mimic
anything. You can get the look of old with
the benefits of new.
Besides countertops, Signature Surfaces
can repair and resurface any existing
concrete, such as patios, sidewalks and
garage floors. After many years these
surfaces become worn and need a facelift.
As long as the concrete isn’t too badly
deteriorated, Jamie can apply an overlay.
Custom decorative surfaces or replication
to an existing look are also available.
Tile and stone showers and floors are
very popular, but can be quite expensive.
Signature Surfaces is able to replicate the
appearance and color of tile and stone or
achieve a complete custom look for a
fraction of the cost. Kitchen, bathroom,
and shower floors and walls are prime
candidates for Signature Surfaces’ touch.

Signature Surfaces is a small company,
able to provide its customers with personal
service. Jamie does all of the bidding
himself and is on every job site. He also
offers free in-home consultations. He
services residential customers, but is
expanding his business to include more
commercial and industrial concrete repair
and restoration.
The outstanding durability of Signature
Surfaces’ products as well as their
unparalleled value and low maintenance
nature, make them the perfect solution to
any hard-surface application. Jamie’s
commitment to providing his customers
with a quality product and superior
service at an affordable price round out
the reasons to turn to Signature Surfaces
for all your hard surface needs.
Take advantage of the affordable
elegance of these materials and call
Signature Surfaces for your free
consultation at 563-580-3522 or e-mail
Jamie at jamie@sigsurf.com. You, too,
can enjoy stunning, authentic-looking
surfaces at a fraction of the cost of the
real thing.
Jamie Yager of Signature Surfaces
can install any new kitchen, bath, or
bar countertop or resurface the
existing one.

Realistic stone replication at a fraction of the cost
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